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Lewis Mumford on cities
Some notes by Gary Shapcott 2020 (13 pages only–an easy read, just notes and quotes)

Lewis Mumford 1961, The city in history, Harcourt Inc, New York; also available for free loan from
the Internet Archive <https://openlibrary.org>. A book largely about the city in European and North
American history.

What can we learn from reading this long (600+ page) book today? Heaps. It was chosen by the 
American Library Association as a Lasting Book. It lives up to that designation. Essential reading 
for anyone interested in the future of cities, the future of democracy and, indeed, the survival of 
civilisation.

What makes a good town or city? What makes a bad one? What can we do to turn a bad city into a 
good one? These are the kinds of holistic questions he addresses, avoiding the piecemeal approach 
of dividing city issues into housing, transport, environment and so on. Let’s have a look at some of 
what he says in this book; I’m not claiming to be totally comprehensive. And then let’s ask how 
cities in Australia measure up. For a study of Mumford’s ideas in the context of the history of town 
planning, see Peter Hall 2002, Cities of tomorrow: an intellectual history of urban planning and 
design in the twentieth century, 3rd edition, Blackwell Publishing: especially chapter 4, ‘The City in 
the Garden’ and chapter 5, ‘The City in the Region’.

Numbers refer to pages in the book; quotes from the book are highlighted.

What makes a good town or city?

‘Contrary to the convictions of census statisticians, it is art, culture, and political purpose, not 
numbers, that define a city’ (125). The form of a city is the form of its social order and to remould 
one it is necessary to introduce appropriate changes in the other (172).

In the good city customary controls, collective commitments, municipal direction, public ends 
restrain the commercial spirit and stop the spread or sprawl of a city at the random will of the 
property owner. A sense of limits prevails: limits to population growth, limits to horizontal (new 
suburbs) and vertical (high rise towers) expansion of the city. City growth is managed by 
decentralisation and regional federations (156). Planning, not ‘market forces’, determines the way 
the city grows. ‘Responsible public direction working for well-conceived public ends is essential for
the foundation and development of all urban communities’ (444). Sites are reserved for local 
churches, community centres, public squares, meeting halls, public libraries, bookshops, 
marketplaces, market gardens and orchards, schools, playgrounds for children and parks for 
everyone and all of these are kept in permanent municipal ownership. Heritage is respected.

Good urban design facilitates meetings, conversation, collective debate, cooperative action by as 
many people in the city as possible (117). Good cities provide ‘numerous accessible permanent 
centers for face-to-face intercourse and frequent meetings at every human level. The recovery of the
essential activities and values that first were incorporated in the ancient cities, above all those of 
Greece, is accordingly a primary condition for the further development of the city in our time. Our 
elaborate rituals of mechanization cannot take the place of the human dialogue, the drama, the 
living circle of mates and associates, the society of friends. These sustain the growth and 
reproduction of human culture, and without them the whole elaborate structure becomes 
meaningless–indeed actively hostile to the purposes of life’ (569). The plaza, campo and piazza are 
examples of such centres, when cars can be kept out of them. See also 116-118. It is the lot of the 
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slave, the subject (as opposed to the citizen), the spectator (as opposed to the actor), to be unable to 
speak one’s thoughts (196).

Private space is also provided (269):

The space, the surface area, given over to the motor car (roads, parking lots, driveways, garages) is 
reduced. Barring wheeled traffic from key areas of a city, creating pedestrian malls surrounded by 
markets and other venues that facilitate civic meeting and association, is something that ancient 
Rome knew how to do well, as in Pompeii (Illustration 12). Segregated and extensive rights of way 
for pedestrians, cyclists and mass transit have as much place in the good city as rights of way for the
motor car. The latter is not allowed to become the dominant transport mode. Main roads touch the 
street network of neighbourhoods, quarters or precincts at a tangent on the outskirts or, at least, 
provision is made for a large hollow square free from traffic near the centre of the precinct, to one 
side of the main road. Main roads (or railways or tramways) are not allowed to cut through the 
centre of a precinct (211). Main roads serve as boundaries of neighbourhoods as well as connecting 
links between neighbourhoods, a key principle of the Radburn Plan (502 and Illustration 51). 
Wherever possible, greenbelts rather than roads are utilised to serve this function (503-509).

Commerce is concentrated in market squares and in short narrow streets and is not allowed to 
spread along long streets.

Planning pays attention to the conditions conducive to health and social life. Site coverage by 
buildings is limited (56 per cent is a good proportion–p.443) to allow space for gardens and other 
uses and to open buildings to fresh air and sunlight.

‘Through its durable buildings and institutional structures and even more durable symbolic forms of
literature and art, the city unites times past, times present, and times to come’ (98). Cities are the 
home of the arts and sciences and of great buildings that house them. That’s if they manage to 
escape destruction by war or conquest or the wrecking ball of the property developer.

Orderly design creates a ‘unity’ as, for example, that created by the spider-web system of canals in 
Amsterdam (442).
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Population growth is controlled and the city is not allowed ‘to grow beyond the possibility of 
socializing and assimilating its members’ (331). To achieve this, growth is cellular as, for example, 
in the principles for neighbourhood organisation established by Clarence Perry (501):

Medieval city development controlled growth and expansion in a ‘cellular’ manner, surplus 
population being ‘cared for by building new communities, sometimes close by, but nevertheless 
independent and self-sufficient units’ (313). ‘The medieval pattern was that of many small cities and
subordinate villages in active association with their neighboring towns, distributed widely over the 
landscape’ (314). ‘This decentralization of the essential social functions of the city not merely 
prevented institutional overcrowding and needless circulation: it kept the whole town in scale’ 
(308). ‘... Venice pushed even further, right into our own age, the organization by neighborhoods 
and precincts whose recovery today, as an essential cellular unit of planning, is one of the 
fundamental steps toward re-establishing a new urban form’ (321).
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The neighbourhood unit and the functional precinct complemented each other in medieval city 
design (310-311):
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‘Cellular growth’ of a city entails planned dispersal of population in small, relatively self-contained 
urban centres, precincts or quarters. It entails in some cases ‘the building of satellite cities on a co-
ordinated regional plan’ (Illustration 21). It’s about grouping highly individualised urban quarters in
a way that unites them while retaining their uniqueness, just as the individual cells in an organism 
form the ‘unity’ that is an organism. In medieval Venice, for instance, ‘Each neighborhood or parish
reproduces on a smaller scale the essential organs of the bigger all-embracing city, with the 
maximum possibilities for meeting and association on every human level, all within walking 
distance of the center’ (Illustration 21). Cellular growth is exemplified in the ‘greenbelt towns’ of 
Ebenezer Howard (515, 516):

Robin Dunbar, an evolutionary psychologist at the University of Oxford, in an article in The 
Conversation <https://theconversation.com> on 5 August 2020 called ‘Is humanity doomed because
we can’t plan for the long term?’, provides support for these ideas of Mumford (without any 
mention of Mumford at all):

‘Our natural social world is very small scale, barely village size. Once community size gets large, our interests 
switch from the wider community to a focus on self-interest. Society staggers on, but it becomes an unstable, 
increasingly fractious body liable at [sic] continual risk of fragmenting, as all historical empires have found. ... 
Much of the problem, in the end, comes down to scale. Once a community exceeds a certain size, most of its 
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members become strangers: we lose our sense of commitment both to others as individuals and to the 
communal project that society represents. COVID-19 may be the reminder many societies need to rethink their
political and economic structures into a more localised form which is closer to their constituents. Of course, 
these will surely need bringing together in federal superstructures, but the key here is a level of autonomous 
community-level government where the citizen feels they have a personal stake in the way things work.’

That’s a very Mumford-ian view of things! Compare Mumford: Quarters and neighbourhoods of 
cities that manage to foster qualities akin to those of a tight-knit village are indispensable creators of
a ‘We’. ‘When these primary bonds [of the village] dissolve, when the intimate visible community 
ceases to be a watchful, identifiable, deeply concerned group, then the ‘We’ becomes a buzzing 
swarm of ‘I-s’, and secondary ties and allegiances become too feeble to halt the disintegration of the
urban community’ (15).

In the good city, town and country remain in a symbiotic relationship, as in medieval times (260, 
261):
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Examples of towns and cities that do or did exemplify some or all of the characteristics of good 
cities include Amsterdam (439-445), Venice (Illustration 21 and 321-328), Bath in England 
(Illustration 37), Pavia in Italy (Illustration 14), Cambridge and Oxford (Illustration 19), Chatham 
Village, Pittsburgh USA (Illustration 43), Bloomsbury in London (Illustration 44), Mohawk Valley 
in New York State USA (Illustration 57), the fifteen New Towns built in Britain in the decade after 
1945 (Illustration 60), the ‘garden cities’ or ‘greenbelt towns’, Letchworth and Welwyn in England 
(517), the seventeenth century Dutch village and New England village (328-335).

What makes a bad town or city?

Congestion, sprawl, pollution and social disintegration are the norm. Commercial success abounds 
but civic life is destitute. The motor car and the property developer rule. The city is ‘treated not as a 
public institution, but a private commercial venture to be carved up in any fashion that might 
increase the turnover and further the rise in land values’ (426). Consumers abound, engrossed in the 
activities of getting and spending, but there are few active citizens. Cities on this model are ‘man-
heaps, machine-warrens, not agents of human association for the promotion of a better life’ (450). 
The road network is the main focus of planning; living space is treated as a leftover (391-392). 
‘Market forces’ in fact rule, not planning. The form of the metropolis is its formlessness (544):

In the commercial city the combination of shopping and motor vehicle traffic turns every avenue 
into a shopping avenue and the activities of ‘getting and spending’ crowd out other cultural 
functions of the city (Illustration 35).

Cars are allowed to be space eaters (Illustration 48). When the car rules, the city dies (408):
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The notion of limits is absent. By the end of the 1500s, with the waning of the Middle Ages, the 
notion of limits disappeared (366):

The idea of limits seems to have risen and fallen in cycles: strong in the earliest villages then 
retreating as cities and empires grew (52), strong again in the medieval period then retreating once 
again with the slow but steady rise of capitalism between the fifteenth and the eighteenth century.

The ‘free market’ is allowed to wreak havoc on the fabric of the city (415):
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The knock down and rebuild habits of the private developer, all for private profit, are a case in 
point. The bad city is a city of atomised individuals, seeking by their individual effort either 
salvation or profit, if possible a little of both, at the expense, if necessary, of their fellow citizens 
(343).

The isolating effects of the bad city militate against the active citizen (512, 513):
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(The quote from Tocqueville above is from Democracy in America, Volume Two, Part IV, Chapter 
6, ‘What kind of despotism democratic nations have to fear’).
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Ancient Rome is a case study and a warning for us today (242):

What can we do to turn a bad city into a good one?

A lot depends on the nature of the ‘we’ that does the work of transformation. In the past it has been 
the craft guilds (270), then the trade union movement, the co-operative movement, and ‘sensitive 
and intelligent souls’ who campaigned for collective sanitary facilities and regulations, and social 
welfare legislation (Illustration 40 and below, 494):
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These were active citizens, the citizens of ancient Greece being a model for us even today (165):

Occasionally well-advised governments step in and do some good work, such as in building the 
New Towns in Britain after the Second World War (Illustration 60). The Church in medieval times, 
for the first time in urban history, introduced hospitals, almshouses for the care of the poor and the 
destitute, and institutions for the care of the aged (267).
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How do cities in Australia measure up?

Two-thirds of Australians live in just nine urban areas: Sydney, Newcastle - Maitland, Wollongong, 
Melbourne, Brisbane, Gold Coast - Tweed Heads, Sunshine Coast, Perth and Adelaide (Table 1). 
Nineteen per cent live in 92 urban areas ranging in population size from 10,000 (Kingaroy) to 
432,000 (Canberra - Queanbeyan) –– median 24,801. Only fourteen per cent live outside an urban 
area of 10,000 or more persons.

Table 1
Australia 2016: Population by Significant Urban Area

Urban Area Population Per cent
Sydney 4,446,805 19.00
Newcastle - Maitland 463,052 1.98
Wollongong 285,680 1.22
Melbourne 4,323,072 18.47
Brisbane 2,192,715 9.37
Gold Coast - Tweed Heads 624,263 2.67
Sunshine Coast 307,545 1.31
Perth 1,907,836 8.15
Adelaide 1,277,432 5.46
Other SUAs 4,330,758 18.51
Outside a SUA 3,242,738 13.86
Australia 23,401,896 100.00

Source: Gary Shapcott using Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016 Census, TableBuilder. From table: Persons (Place of 
Usual Residence) by Significant Urban Area. The Significant Urban Area (SUA) structure of the Australian Statistical 
Geography Standard (ASGS) represents significant towns and cities of 10,000 people or more. A single SUA can 
represent either a single Urban Centre or a cluster of related Urban Centres.

Unfortunately, one would have to say that by and large Mumford’s picture of a ‘bad city’ best 
describes Australia’s cities. They aren’t really cities, just man-heaps, built to support the car 
industry, property developers and the activities of getting and spending. More road network than 
city, more ‘development opportunity’ than home, more shopping centre than living space: that sums 
it up. As in ancient Rome, we have extortionate rents:

Chris Martin at UNSW writing in The Conversation on 8 April 2020 stated that ‘Private renters pay about 
A$43 billion a year in rent to another, smaller group of households: Australia’s 1.3 million landlord 
households. A little more than half of that rental income, A$22 billion, flows right out again to banks, as 
interest payments on investment loans. For 60% of landlords the interest outflow, plus other property-related 
expenses, is greater than their rental income: they are negatively geared. For them, rental income is not about 
putting food on the table; it is part-funding their investment or speculation in property’.

As for building quality? Ugh! The Australian city: metropolis or necropolis? Too depressing to state
the answer Mumford would give. This is a book as relevant to us today as it was sixty years ago 
when it was first published.

END OF NOTES


